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1. Introduction 
One of the standard methods for analyzing a complicated mathematical object is to factorize 
it into a product of more elementary objects. In differential geometry there are two famous 
decomposition theorems which have proved to be very helpful: the theorem of G. de Rham [ 121 
about the factorization of a Riemannian manifold into a Riemannian product, and its extrinsic 
analogue, the following theorem of J.D. Moore [ 10, Lemma]: 
Theorem. Let f : M + Et” be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian product M = 
MO x . . . x Mk of connected Riemannian manifolds into the euclidean n-space IP whose second 
fundamental_form h satisfies 
h(TpL,xTpLj =0 forallp E Mandi #j, CD) 
where LO, . . ,,, Lk are the canonical foliations of M induced by MO, . . . , Mk, respectively. Then 
there is an isometty $r : No x . . . x Nk -+ iTP of a Riemannian product of euclidean spaces 
No,..., Nk onto IF’, and there are isometric immersions fi : Mi -+ Ni, i = 0, . . . , k, such that 
f = + 0 (fo x . . . x fk), 
i.e., f is the Riemannian product of fo, . . . , fk. 
D. Fetus used Moore’s theorem in [7] to factorize isometric immersions into Ii?? with parallel 
second fundamental form, this was an important step towards their classification. When F. 
Dillen and the author studied isometric immersions f : M -+ iI%” with semi-parallel second 
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fundamental form-a condition slightly weaker than that of a parallel second fundamental form- 
and a flat normal bundle, see [5], it turned out that M is intrinsically locally a warped product 
in the sense of R.L. Bishop and B. O’Neill [3]. In order to classify these immersions it was 
now natural to ask whether it is possible to generalize Moore’s theorem to the class of isometric 
immersions of warped products. This article comprises the answer to this question. We give here 
a short version of the main result, for a more detailed version see Theorem 16: 
Theorem. Let f : M -+ NJ be an isometric immersion of a warped product M = MO xP, 
Ml x **. X& Mk of connected Riemannian manifolds into the standard n-space N,” of constant 
curvature K E II% whose second jkdamental form satisfies (D), see above. Let j? E M with 
PICPO) = * * * = PdPo) = 1 be given. Then there is an explicitly constructible isometty + : 
No x,, Ni x ... x,,~ Nk + N,” of a warped product onto an open, dense subset of N,“, where 
NO is an open subset of a standard space and NI, . . . , Nk are standard spaces, and there are 
isometric immersions fi : Mi + Ni, i = 0, . . . , k, such that 
pi=Oiofo fori=l,...,k 
and 
f = ti 0 (fo x . . . x fkb 
In other words: Under the assumptions of the theorem there is a warped product representation 
+ (of a big subset) of the ambient space N,” such that f is the product of its components fo, . . . , fk 
with respect to this representation @. For this reason we call f the (extrinsic) warped product 
of the isometric immersions fo, . . . , fk. 
We now summarize the paper: After some preliminaries in Section 2 we remind the reader 
in Section 3 of well known facts about warped products, especially of S. Hiepko’s theorem [8] 
about the decomposition of a Riemannian manifold into a warped product. 
In Section 4 we present all possible warped product representations of a standard space 
of constant curvature. The euclidean 3-space has two famous warped product representations, 
the cylindrical and the spherical coordinates. We generalize these examples as far as possible: 
starting from algebraic initial data we construct for every standard space N,” an isometry I++ of a 
warped product NO x,, Ni x . . . x,~ Nk onto an open, dense subset of N,“, see Theorem 7. Such a 
warped product representation @ has many “rotational” symmetries: for i = 1, . . . , k the product 
foliation induced by Ni is an orbit foliation with respect o the action of a suitable subgroup of the 
isometry group of N,“, every leaf of this foliation is a complete totally umbilical submanifold of 
N,“; the foliation induced by NO is even totally geodesic (but its leaves are in general not complete). 
The list of all e’s constructed in such a way is classifying in the sense that every isometry of a 
warped product onto an open subset of N,” is a restriction of a suitable @, see Corollary 18. 
In Section 5 “extrinsic warped products” are defined, see Definition 10. Rotation surfaces are 
special examples, other examples are given in that section. 
In Section 6 the decomposition theorem (Theorem 16) is formulated, in Section 7 it is proved. 
2. Preliminaries 
All manifolds, vector bundles, functions etc. are supposed to be of class C”. The set of locally 
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defined sections of a vector bundle E is denoted by r(E). 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection V. Let f : M -+ N be an 
isometric immersion into the Riemannian manifold N. Then u (f ) denotes the normal bundle of 
f and h = hf : TM xM TM --+ u(f) the second fundamental form of f. We call u(f)jat if 
the curvature form of the canonical connection D of u(f) vanishes. f is called totally umbilical 
if there exists H E r(u(f)) such that h(X, Y) = (X, Y)H for all X, Y E r(TM), in this case 
H is necessarily the mean curvature normal of f. f is called spherical if f is totally umbilical 
and D H = 0. If dim A4 3 2 and N is a space of constant curvature, then f is spherical iff f is 
totally umbilical. h is calledparaElel if Dxh(Y, Z) = h(VxY, Z) + h(Y, VxZ). 
Let E be a vector subbundle of TM. E is called parallel if Vx Y E r(E) for all X E I (TM). 
Y E r(E); it is called autoparallel if VxY E r(E) for all X, Y E r(E); it is called rotally 
umbilical if there exists H E r(E’) such that (Vx Y, Z) = (X, Y)(H, Z) for all X, Y E r(E) 
and all Z E I’(E’), in this case H is called the mean curvature normal of E. E is called 
spherical if it is totally umbilical and its mean curvature normal H satisfies (Vx H, Z) = 0 for 
all X E r(E), Z E I’(E’). If E is autoparallel, totally umbilical or spherical, then it is involutive 
and all the leaves of the foliation of A4 induced by E are totally geodesic, totally umbilical or 
spherical, respectively. 
For IE E N.+ and K E R we denote the following standard space by N,“: for K = 0 the n- 
dimensional euclidean space R”; for K > 0 the n-dimensional euclidean sphere S: in R”+’ with 
midpoint 0 and radius l/G; for K < 0 the n-dimensional hyperbolic space H,“, considered as 
the hypersurface {(PI, . . . , P~+~) E Ry+’ 1 -pf + ~~~~ p’ = I/K; pl > 0) of the (n + If- 
dimensional Lorentz space I$+’ with the induced Riemannian metric. Here the Lorentz space 
IR ?” is the manifold l-P+’ equipped with the pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature 1 which is 
induced by the Lorentz product IR?’ x IF@’ -+ R, (p, q) t-+ -plql + cy:i piqi. For n = 1 
these definitions are of purely technical character, Rand H,’ are of course isometric for all K E IR- 
To simplify the notations we denote the metrics on Ni, on R” and R? as well as the eu- 
clidean and Lorentz products by (. , .), furthermore we set 11 pII2 := (p, p). For all p E IF?;,, we 
canonically identify the tangent space T,IR;,, with R;,,, this yields an identification of T,,Sz with 
(q E I@*+’ I (p, q) = 0} and of T,H; with {q E II%;+’ 1 (p, q) = O}. Finally, C+ denotes the 
future time cone {p E IRY ( I(PI(~ < 0; pi > 0) and C- := -C+ the past time cone ofJR;. 
3. Warped products of Riemannian manifolds 
LetMa...., Mk be Riemannian manifolds, and let M be their product Ma x . . x Mk. For 
i =o... . , k let rr, : M + M; denote the canonical projection, Li the foliation of M canonically 
induced by Mi and TM + TLi, II -+ Vi the vector bundle projection. 
Definition 1. [3] Let pl, . . . , pk : MO + R, be functions. Then 
(X, Y) := bo*X, no*Y) + &; 0 TO)*(ni*X. rj*Y) 
i=l 
(1) 
(X, Y E r(TM)) defines a Riemannian metric on M. We call (M; (. , .)) the warped product 
MO xP, Ml x . . . xpt Mk of MO, . . . , Mk, and pl, . . . , pk the warpingfunctions. 
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TM splits orthogonally with respect o (. , a), i.e., 
TM =&TLi. (2) 
i=O 
Clearly the well-known Riemannianproduct of MO, . . . , ikik is the warped product of MO, . . . , Mk 
where the warping functions pr, . . . , pk are all constant of value 1; its Riemannian metric will 
now be denoted by (a , -)%. 
The following lemma compares the Levi-Civita connections V and V as well as the curvature 
tensors R and fi of the warped product (M; (a , -)) and the Riemannian product (M; (. , a)-). For 
thiswesetfori = l,...,k 
Hi := - grad(ln opi o ~0) = -gzd(ln opi o ~0) E I’(TLo), (3) 
where grad and gzd denote the gradient with respect o (. , -) and (. , e)-, respectively. Further- 
more we define for X, Y E r (TM) the endomorphism field X A Y by 
(X A Y)(Z) := (2, Y)X - (2, X)Y 
for 2 E r(TM). 
Lemma 2. For all X, Y E r (T M) the following formulas are valid: 
(a) VXY - VXY = &(X’, Y’)Hi - (Hi, X)Y’ - (Hi, Y)X’). 
i=l 
@I R(X, Y) - ii(X, Y) 
k 
= 
c 
[(VXOHi -(Hi* X)Hi) A Y'+ Xi A(VyOHi - (Hi, Y)Hi)] 
i=l 
k 
-c 
(Hi, Hj)X’ A Y’. 
i.j=l 
Corollary 3. TLi is spherical with mean curvature normal Hi and TLI is autoparallel with 
respectto (.,.)fori = l,..., k. Consequently T LO = nf=, T L/ is autoparallel with respect 
to (* , *). 
Proof of Lemma 2. For (a): Since TLi is parallel with respect o (. , e)-, we have 
(Vx Y)’ = VxYi for all X, Y E r(TM). (4) 
The tensor field S on M given by the right side of (a) is symmetric, hence V := V + S is a 
torsion-free covariant connection on M. From (l)-(4) we immediately derive that V is metric 
with respect to (. , -), thus V = V. 
For (b): The proof of (b) demands a lengthy straightforward calculation which we will not 
carry out in detail. We only give a few useful hints and leave the rest to the reader. 
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Let Ha denote the zero vector field on 44. Then the summations on the right side of (b)-. 
which will be abbreviated by T (X, Y&can run from 0 to k, thus case by case considerations 
are avoided. It is now sufficient to show 
R(X, Y)Z = i(X, Y)Z + T(X, Y)Z, (5) 
wherei, j, 1 E (0,. . . , k} and X E r(TLi), Y E I’(TLj) and Z E I’(TLt) arechosen arbitrarily. 
The first step to prove (5) is the formula 
vrz 2 V7yz + (Y, Z)H[ - (Hl, Y)Z - (Hj, Z)Y. 
Differentiating this formula yields an expression for VxVy Z, in which then the V-derivatives 
should be substituted by V-derivatives. Reversing the roles of X and Y leads to an expression 
for Vy VxZ. Furthermore, one deduces 
V,X,Y,Z = V[X.Y] z + (ix, y19 Z)H! - (HI, ix, Yl)Z - (Hj, Z)vX + (Hi, Z)vYX 
from [X, Y] =I VxY - VrX E I’(TLj Q TLi) and (a). NOW using the formulas 
(Hj - K, U)(X, Y) = 0, (Vu&, V) = (VVH!, U), VUOHI = Vc/HI, 
where I/, V E r (T M), one can easily derive (5). q 
Proof of Corollary 3. Lemma 2(a) immediately implies that T Li is totally umbilical with mean 
curvature normal Hi and that T Lt is autoparallel with respect to (. , .) for i = 1, . . . , k. Since 
now for all X E r(TLi), Y E r(TLf) 
(3) (VxHi, Y) = (VrHi, X) 
Lemma 2(a) 
= 0, 
T Li is even spherical. 0 
The following decomposition theorem, a generalization of G. de Rham’s famous theorem [ 121 
to warped products, is a converse of Corollary 3. It was proved by S. Hiepko [8] in the case of 
two factors, the proof of the version presented here can be easily deduced from Hiepko’s article. 
Theorem 4. Let M be a Riemannian manifold, and let TM = Qf=, Ei be an orthogonal 
decomposition into nontrivial vectorsubbundles such that Ei is spherical and El is autoparallel 
fori = l,...,k. Then: 
(a) For every point I, E M there is an isometry $r of a warpedproduct MO x ,,, Ml x . . . x pk Mk 
onto a neighbourhood of i, in M such that 
pl(jO> = “. = pk@O) = 1, (6) 
where jr0 is the component of $r-l(i)) in MO, and such that 
*(:IPol x * * * X {Pi-l} X Mi X {Pi+11 X . . . x { Pk}) iS an integral manifold 
ofEifori=O ,..., kandallpoEM0 ,..., pkEMk. (7) 
(b) If M is simply connected and complete, then for every point f, E M there exists an isometry 
I@ of a warped product MO xP, MI x . . . xPr Mk onto all of M with the properties (6) and (7). 
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4. Warped product representations of the standard spaces of constant curvature 
We are now going to describe (and, in fact, classify) warped product decompositions of the 
standard spaces, which will provide the basis for the construction of extrinsic warped products. 
The following two lemmas contain all the information about spherical submanifolds we need. 
Lemma 5. Let f~ be a point in a standard space NJ, let V be a vector subspace of Tr, N,” 
with m := dim V 3 1, and let z E TpN,” be a vector which is orthogonal to V. Then there is 
exactly one m-dimensional connected complete spherical submantfold N of N,” with L, E N and 
Tb N = V whose mean curvature normal at p is z. We call N the sphere in N,” determined by 
(p, V, z). The sphere N is isometric to Nr, where I? := K + 11~11~. Furthermore, N is totally 
geodesic in N,” iff z = 0, in which case we call N great. If a := KP - z and W := Ra @ V, the 
sphere N is explicitly given by the following formulas: 
(a) For N,” = E?‘, N is the afJine space 
N=p+W, ifi = 0, 
and N is the euclidean sphere 
N = P - -$ + (p E W 1 llp1/2 = k], if2 > 0. 
(b) For N,” = St, N is the euclidean sphere 
N = S, fl (p + W) = p - ;a + (p E W ( llp)12 = h]. 
(c) For N,” = H,“, N is given by N = H,” fl (p + W). 
If k > 0 (that is if a and hence W is spacelike), N is the euclidean sphere 
If k -C 0 (that is if a and hence W is timelike), N is the hyperbolic space 
N = P - :a + (p E W 1 JlpJ12 = b; 
t’fK = 0 (that is ifa and hence W is lightlike), N 
N = p + {-~(Ip112a + p I p E V}. 
In this case the canonical map 
(a, P) > 01. 
is the paraboloid 
Z:V+N, P* P-+lIPl12a+p 
is an isometry of the spacelike vector subspace V onto N, the inverse map is given by 
N+ V, p t+ PCP - P) = PP, 
where P : irk+’ + V denotes the orthogonal projection. 
Remark. For the definitions of the notions “spacelike, timelike, lightlike” see [ 11, p. 56, p. 1411. 
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We now derive an easy but useful description of the spheres in the standard spaces as orbits 
of their own isometry groups, which are suitably embedded as “rotational subgroups” into the 
isometry group of the ambient space: 
Lemma 6. Let N be the sphere in N,” determined by (p, V, z) as in Lemma 5. Let O(R”) 
denote the orthogonal group of RF’, and let O+(E%‘/) denote the group 
{A : IFi; + IRl linear 1 (Ap, Aq) = (p, q)for all p, q E IRT; A(C+) = C+} 
of time-preserving Lorentz transformations of IF/. De@e in the case N,” = IF!‘* for K = 0 
G,,, := t, o {(A, q) E O(lFP) K IF’ 1 Ap = pforall p E VI; q E VI 0 t-j 
andfor t? > 0 
GN := tp++ o {A E O(F) 1 Ap = p for all p E W’) o t--P+UIi, 
where tp denotes the translation IP + II%“, p H p + p, 
De3ne in the case N,” = Sz 
GN := {A E O(Rn+l) I Ap = pforall p E W’} 
and in the case N: = H,” 
Gn := (A E O+(Ry+‘) 1 Ap = p for all p E W’}. 
Then Gn leaves N invariant, acts transitively on N and is isomorphic to the isometry group 
ofN. 
Proof. It is well known that O(IR”) K Iw”, O(IP+‘) or O+(Iwy+‘) is (canonically isomorphic 
to) the isometry group of N,” for K = 0, K > 0 or K -C 0, respectively, see [13; 2.4.3, 2.4.41. We 
now only have to prove the assertions in the “parabolical” case N,” = H,” and K = /a II2 = 0, 
all the other cases being obvious (note that I, - a/K E W’ for K # 0, K # 0). For this we show: 
The map f$ : O(V) K V --+ Gn, (B,q) E-+ #(B,q) defined by 
@(BY q)(p + P) := $ - (;(a, ?))llql12 + (BP, q))a + (a, P)q + BP 
for all p E V, 5 E V’ is a Lie group isomorphism. 
(8) 
Since the isometry I : V + N, see Lemma 5(c), is equivariant, i.e. 
Z(Bp + q) = +(B, q)(Z(p)) for all (B, q) E O(V) K V and all p E V. 
and since 0 (V) K V acts transitively on V as its isometry group, all assertions about G,v follow. 
We have to make some preparations for the proof of (8) which is due to an unpublished 
manuscript of H. Reckziegel. First we choose a lightlike vector b E VI, linearly independent o 
a, with (a, b) = l-since V’ is an at least two-dimensional timelike vector subspace of Iw’f+‘, 
such b exists. This yields an orthogonal decomposition 
Il% 7” = span{a, b} @ CT Q V, 
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where U is a spacelike vector subspace of Ry”. Denoting by Q and P the orthogonal projection 
onto U and V, respectively, we get for all p E IRK+’ 
p = (b, PM + (a, PM + QP + PP 
and 
Ilpl12 = 2@, p)(b, P) + IIQPII~ + IIPPII’. 
Using these formulas one easily obtains for all A E Gu: 
Aa=a, (9) 
Ap = (b, Ap)a + P Ap for all p E V, (10) 
Ab-b=-;JIPAb(12+PAb~ W, (11) 
Ap-p=(a,p)(Ab-b) forallpEV’. (12) 
We are now going to prove (8). 
For “@(O(V) K V) c GN”: If (B, q) E O(V) K V, then A := $(B, q) is clearly linear and 
IIApl12 = ]lp112forallp E JR;” . Because of (9), for continuity reasons A leaves the time cone C- 
invariant on whose boundary a lies, hence A E O+(lR;+‘). Now W’- = {p E V’ ) (a, p) = 0) 
shows A$ = p for all 5 E WI, thus A E Gn. 
It is a straightforward calculation to show that q3 is a homomorphism. 
For the injectivity of 4: Suppose for (B, q) E O(V) K V we have $(B, q) = id,;+1 , hence 
p = (a, p)q + Bp for all p E V, p E VI. Plugging p = 0, p = b into this equation yields 
4 = 0. Therefore Bp = p for all p E V, i.e., B = id”. 
For the surjectivity of 4: For A E Gn set B : V + V, p I+ P Ap and q := P Ab E V. Then 
B E O(V) because 
IIBpj12 = IIP Ap(12 (g’ IIAp112 = llpl12 for all p E V. 
Now q5 (B, q) = A is easily derived with the help of (lo)-( 12). 0 
In order to characterize a decomposition of a standard space into a warped product it suffices 
to prescribe the tangential spaces and mean curvature normals of the spherical foliations at one 
point only: 
Theorem 7. Let f~ be a point in a standard space N,“, n 2 2, let Tp N,” = a&, &, k > 1, be 
an orthogonal decomposition of TF N,” into non trivial vector subspaces, and let 21, . . . , zk E Vo 
be vectors such that 
(Zi, Zj) = --K for i # j. (13) 
Fori = l,... , k let Ni denote the sphere in N,” determined by (p, vi, zi), furthermore set 
Ui := KP - Zi Und Ki := K + IlZi II2 = (IUi (1’. 
In the case K = 0 define 
No:=P-~~~~ai+ipEVgI(ai,P) > 0 for all i with Ki > 0) 
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and 
oi:N()+lR+, p I+ l+(aj,p-p) fori=l,..., k. 
In the case K’ # 0 define 
No:=N,“n{pE~Wp~VVoI(ai,p) >OforalliwithKi >O} 
and 
Ci:No+R+, pH(Ui,p) fori= ,..., k 
Note that in both cases No is an open subset of the great sphere in N,” determined by (@; Vo, 0). 
Then the map 
( 
No x,, N1 x ... x,,~ Nk --+ N,” 
@I 
(POT . . .9 Pk) I-+ PO + 2 bi CPO>CPi - $1 
r=l 
is an isometry onto the open, dense subset 
j@’ := 
1 
N:j(p-~o~+U(Rai~~)~), ifK=O. 
I Ki>O 
Nt\ U(Wai C9 vi>'t ifK # 0. 
Kj>O 
of N:. Besides., if Gi := GN, for i = 1, . . . , k is de$ned as in Lemma 6, then 
giogj=gjogi forallgiEGi,gjEGj,i#j, 
and@isG, x... x Gk-equivariant, i.e., 
1c’(Po, &h(Pl). . . .t &(Pk)) = kl 0.. . 0 &J(lcI(Po, . . . t P/J) 
fOrall gl E G,, . . . , gk E Gk, (PO, . . . , pk) E No X . . . X N,. 
In particulax, the leaves of the canonicalfoliation of N* induced by Ni via $r are orbits Gi . p 
withpEN*fori=l,... , k and images g(N0) of NO with g E GI x .. . x Gk for i = 0. 
Definition. We call I+$ the (warpedproduct) representation of N,” determined by (Pi NI q . . . , Nk) 
orby(p;~~=,,Vi;zl,...,zk). 
Remarks. (a) Note, that al, . . . , ak are pairwise orthogonal and that 61(p) = . . . = ak (L, j = 1. 
Furthermore N,” \N$ is the union of all fixed point sets of the actions of G1 , . . . , Gk on N:. 
Each of these fixed point sets is either a great sphere in N,” or a one point set (which is only the 
case if K < 0, k = 1, dim N1 = n - 1 and K] > 0) or a two point set (which is only the case if 
K > 0,k = 1 anddimN* =n - 1). 
(b) We shall see in Corollary 18 that every isometry of a warped product onto an open subset 
of a standard space is essentially a restriction of a suitable warped product representation of this 
space. 
The proof of Theorem 7 will be given at the end of this section. Previously we discuss the 
geometric configuration of the vectors ~1, . . . , zk and describe examples. 
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Firstly, condition (13) of Theorem 7 is a necessary condition on the mean curvature normals 
for the local decomposability of ZV,” into a warped product with more than two factors. Namely, 
let A4 be an open connected subset of iV,” which is representable as a warped product MO xP, 
A4ix**.xp, I& with k 2 2. Then, according to Lemma 2 with the notations valid there, we get 
KXAY= R(X, Y) = R(X, Y) - ii(X, Y) = -(H;, Hj)X A Y, 
wherei,j E {l,... , k} with i # j and X E r(TLi), Y E r(TLj), hence (Hi, Hj) = -K. 
Secondly, (13) implies some restrictions on the curvatures Kl , . . . , Kk of the reference spheres 
Nl,..., Nk in Theorem 7, as we can see from the following lemma which is mainly due to E. 
Backes, see [1,2.5] or [2, p. 4281. 
Lemma 8. Let V be an euclidean vector space. Let K E R and ~1, . . . , zk E V be such that 
(Zi, Zi) = -K for i # j. Assume tcl < a . . < Kk, where pi := K + llzi 11’. Then one ofthefollowing 
three mutually excluding cases is valid: 
- The elliptical case: ki > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. 
- The hyperbolical case: K1 < 0 and Ki > 0 for i = 2, . . . , k. 
- The parabolical case: There is .C E (1, . . . , k} with K1 = . . . = Ke = 0 and Ki > 0 for 
i =-C+l,...,k. 
In the elliptical and in the hyperbolical case ~1, . . . , zk are mutually distinct, in the parabolical 
casezl = ... =zeandzl,ze+~,..., zk are mutually distinct. 
Remark. If in the situation of the lemma zl, . . . , zk are mutually distinct, then Ki > 0 for 
i = 2, . . . , k and dim(span{zi, . . . , .?.k}) 2 k - 1. Furthermore 
K<i:= 
ifKi =o 
ifKi #O 
and ~~ < 0 =+ K < 0. 
Finally, K < i _ ~1, . . . , zk are linearly independent. 
For a proof of these facts which we do not use in this article see [ 1, 2.51. 
Proof of Lemma 8. We have 
0 < I]Zi -Zj]]* = Ki + Kj for i # j. (14) 
Hence 0 < ~1 + Kj < 2Kj for j = 2, . . . , k, i.e. among the numbers ~1, . . . , Kk Solely ~1 can be 
negative. 
If ~1 is negative, ~2 is positive (since K2 = 0 would lead to the contradiction 0 < ~~ + K* < 0), 
hence the hyperbolical case is present. Trivially zi is distinct to any of the z2, . . . , zk; the vectors 
z*,.**, Zk themselves are mutually distinct of (14). 
The cases ~1 > 0 and ~~ = 0 are handled similarly. 0 
We will now discuss some special cases of warped product representations comprised by 
Theorem 7. 
Examples 9. Let the terminology be as in Theorem 7. 
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(a) Suppose zi = . . . = zk = 0 in the case NJ = BY. Then + is the representation Na x . . x 
Nk + IF, (po, . , . , pk) H j + cf_o(pi - j) of Iw” as a Riemannian product, where N; is the 
affine subspace fi + Vi of Iw” for i = 0, . . . , k. 
(b) Suppose zi , . . , zk fulfill the requirements of the parabolical case in Lemma &which can 
only happen for NJ’ = Iw” or Nz = H:--, and suppose the number C of “parabolical” factors is 
at least two. Then the representation $ can easily be reduced to a representation with only one 
“parabolical” factor as follows: 
Let fii be the sphere in N: determined by (3; @e=, V, ; zl) (which is an affine subspace it 
N: =lPandaparaboloidifN,“=H:).ThenZ: N1x...xNt~~~,(pl,...,pa)~ 
j + ca=, (pi - Jo) is an isometry of the Riemannian product of N,, . . . , Ne onto &‘I. The 
representation $ of N: determined by (j; fii, Nl+i , . . . , Nk) is connected with $r by 
$ z= $ o (I x id,+, x - . . x idNk). 
In (c) and (d) we present well-known examples of warped product representations with two fac- 
tors, herein the expression “representation +” is a shorthand for “warped product representation 
$ : NO x,, Ni -+ NC determined by (p; VO @ VI ; zl)“. 
(c) The cylindrical coordinates of IR3 
(IL x Et) x r,, S; + R3, (r, z, 2”) ++ (r m(p), r sin(q), z) 
with warning function (11 : IR+ x II2 -+ Et+, (I-, z) t-+ r describe an isometry onto IW’\(z-axis), 
which we obtain as a representation @ of lR3 by defining @ := -zl := (l,O. 0) and V. := 
(s-z-coordinate-hyperplane) and by identifying IR, x Iw with No = ((r, 0, z) I (r, z) E R, x IR} 
and .S! with Ni = {(cos(~>, sin(p), 0) 1 cp E R}. 
(d) Spherical coordinates of the standard spaces 
(i) Suppose NG = IBY. The spherical coordinates of Iw” around 0 
Iw+ x,, sl’-’ - w, (t, p) w tp 
with crl := idn, describe an isometry onto IP\{O}, which we get as a representation @ of Iw” by 
setting j := -zi := (1.0, . . . , 0) and V, := I[Bji, and by identifying Iw, with No = IR+j-note 
that Nl = Sii. 
(ii) Suppose Nz = S;l. Let e, p E Sy be such that (e, j) = 0, define V, := IWe and zl := 0. 
Then the representation $ of S; is the spherical coordinate map around e, which is an isometry 
onto S;l \{fe}. Identifying No = {cos(t) e + sin(t) p 1 t ~10, rr [} with IO, n [ and the great sphere 
N, = S;l n (IWe)’ with S;-’ the map + obtains its prominent form 
]0.7f[ X,in SF-’ + S;, (t, p) ++ cos(t) e + sin(t) p. 
(iii) Suppose N: = H’J 1. Fix p E H! 1 and a one-dimensional subspace V, of Tj H! 1, say 
V,, = I&l with l]Zi I]* = 1. Depending on the choice of zi, more exactly on K’~ = ]lzl /I2 - 1, the 
spherical factor N1 of the representation + of H!, is intrinsically either a euclidean sphere, a 
hyperbolical space or a euclidean space. After some obvious identifications the cases ~~ = 1, 
K, = - 1 and ICI = 0 lead to the respective representations 
R+ Xsinh S;-’ + H!!l, (t, p) ++ cash(t) e + sinh(t) p 
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(which is the spherical coordinate map around e := (2b + z1)/2/z E H!, onto Hlfr\{e}), 
and 
R Xcosh H:,’ + H”1, (t, p) H sinh(t) .Z + cash(t) p, 
RX l/&i exp EP-’ +. H”, 7 
(t, p) t+ __L exp(t) (b + p - ~llpll*nd - i exp(-f)al 
45 h 
(where IP-’ 2 VI and b E RI, $ Ral is the lightlike vector with (at, b) = l), the last two 
representations are maps onto all of Hif , . 
PrOOf of Theorem 7. Without loss of generality we may assume ~~ 6 . . . < Kk. We set 
wi = RUi @ & for i = 1, . . . , k. Then aI, . . . , ak and WI, . . . , wk are pairwise orthogonal, 
respectively. 
ThecuseN,“=IW”.Let~~(O,...,k}betheintegersuchthatK1=...=~e=OandO<~~+l < 
. . . < Kk. Furthermore set c := Et,+, Ui/Ki and Wo := (a&, Wi)‘, and let Pi : I!%” + Wi 
denote the orthogonal projection for i = 0, . . . , k. Because of V. = W. @I @f=,,, Ihi we 
obtain 
k 1 
p=pop+ c -(ai, P)Ui for allp E Vo. 
i=e+l Ki 
This yields for all (PO, . . . , pk) E No X . . . X Nk 
@(PO?. . .9 Pk) = j - C + Po(Po - p + c> + k(h 
i=l 
k 
+i=~~(ui,P.-i)+C)(pi-i)+‘Ui), 
Ki 
an expression which fits the decomposition 
an+c+&Jw~ 
i=O 
- 
(1% 
- P> 
(note that Ni C j + Wi for i = 1, . . . , k by Lemma 5(a)). 
For“+(No x ... X Nk) C N@“: SUppOSe (pa,. . . , pk) E No X * * * x Nk. Then 
p;:(@(Po, f *. 7 Pk) - P + C) :E: (Ui, PO - p + C) 
( 
Pi - p + :Ui E wi\ux 
I > 
fori =.t+l,...,k 
(since (Ui, pa - @ + C) E R+ and pi - p + Ui/Ki E Wi\{O}), which shows 
(16) 
(17) 
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For the injectivity of $C Let (pu, . . . , pk), (40, . . . , qk) E NO x a-. x Nk be such that 
@(PO, f.. 7 Pk) = @k?O, . . . 9 qk). Then (16) and (17) show 
Po(Po - P + c) = Po(qo - P + c), 
pi = qi for i = 1, . . . , t!, 
(ai.PO-pfCj(pi-p+~)=(ni,qO-J,fc)(qi-r,+~) 
fori=e+l,...,k. 
Sincefori =.f.+l,..., k the points pi, qi lie in the euclidean sphere Ni with midpoint 6 - ai /Ki , 
and since (ai, po - fi + c), (ai, qo - j + C) E R+, we obtain pi = qi and (ai, po - p + c) = 
(ai, q. - I, + c). Now (15) also shows p. = qo. 
For the surjectivity of @: For p E Ne the point 
q:= p- ( C+PO(p-j+C)+ 2 il~P,(p-j,+C)I(ui, 
ice+1 fi 
I, + Pl(p - fJ + C), . . . , p + Pe(p - p + C), 
1 1 
i,- -ae+l + - 
&+1(p-p+c) 
Ke+l ~II~e+l(P-P+c)II”“’ 
1 
@+ki-- 
pk(P - ij + c) 
6 IIpk(P - j +c)Ii > 
is an element of No x . . + x Nk with 11/(q) = p. 
For “IJ? is an isometry”: We have just shown that + : NO x. . . x Nk + N$ is a diffeomorphism. 
To prove that II/ is isometric choose p = (~0, . . . , pk) E NO x + . . x Nk and u = (~0, . . . , nk) E 
TP(No x ‘1. x Nk). Using 
Pi-_pf’Ui,Vi =O fori=e+l,..., k, 
Ki 
we get 
11~*412 ;z; 11~0~0112 + 2 /)tUi, uO)(Pi - I, + i&)/i2 + 2 Ilai(PO)ui112 
i=t+l i=l 
k 1 
= IIpOUOl12 + C -(ai, uO)2 + ~~~~PO~ll~il12 
i&+1 Ki i=l 
CL2 /~~O~O+i~~~(ni.uO).,~~2+~~~~PO~~luil12 
= IIUOl12 + ~“~~PO~llU,l12~ 
i=l 
$ is isometric. 
The remaining assertions follow directly from the definition of the groups Gr, . . . , Gk, see 
Lemma 6, and from (17). 
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The case N,” = 3;. The representation $ of Sz results by restriction from a representation $’ 
of lRn+l as follows: 
N;isfori = l,... , k not only the sphere in Sl determined by (ii, vi, z;), but at the same time 
also the sphere in lR ‘+’ determined by (p, Vi, mui). Let @/” : N{ x0; N1 x * *. x0; Nk --+ IRF1 
denote the representation of lR?i determined by (i); Ni, . . . , Nk). Since p - Et, Ui/Ki E 
lRI,@Vcand(ai,p)=lfori=l,..., k,weget 
k 1 
Ni = p - z ;ui + {p E Iwp @ VO 1 1 + (ai, p - p) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k} 
I 
and 
= {p E RF @ VO 1 (a;, p) > 0 for i = 1 
G:(p) = 1+ (Ui,P-3) = (Ui,P) fori = 1 7 . . * 7 k andallp E No. 
Consequently NO = $! fl N,$ and a; = a: IN,, for i = 1, . . . , k, hence the inclusion map 
No x,] Ni x +. . x,, Nk + N, x0; NI x . . . x,.,; Nk is an isometric immersion. Since 
IIv(Po9 . . .? pk)~~2=~~pO~~2 forall(pOf.-~7pk) EN;xNl X-XNk, 
which easily follows from (15)-( 17) adapted to the present situation, we get @” (NO x . . + x Nk) c 
,S;. Now all the assertions about 9 = I+F]N,,~...~N~ follow at once. 
The case N,” = H,“. According to Lemma 8 there are three cases of which we only treat the 
hyperbolical and the parabolical case. The proof of the elliptical case being similar to that of the 
hyperbolical case is left to the reader. We need the following facts, see [ 11, p. 1431: 
Two timelike vectors p, q E IRL~+’ lie in different time cones iff 
(Pt 9) ’ 0. 
(18) 
If a E RB’I+’ is lightlike, then a lies on the boundary of one time cone 
iff (a, p) > 0 for one (and hence all) p in the other time cone. 
(19) 
The hyperbolic case ~1 < 0 and ~2, . . . , Kk > 0. Let WO be the spacelike vector space 
(Qf=, Wi)‘, and let Pi : irk+’ + W; denote the orthogonal projection for i = 0, . . . , k. 
Then 
k 1 
P = pop+ c -(ai, P)Ui for all p E Rl, @ Vo, i=l Ki 
from which we derive for all (po, . . . , pk) E No x . . . x Nk 
$(pO, . . . 3 Pk) = 
1 
pOPO + ktUi> PO) (Pi - F + -Ui), 
i=l Ki 
an expression fitting the decomposition 
Jq &lwi n+l = 
i=o 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(recall from Lemma 5(c) that Ni = H,” n (p + Wi) for i = 1, . . . , k). 
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For “ai > 0 and @(No x . . . x Nk) c A’@‘“: First of all, 
by llai I/* = ~~ < 0, by (ai, 3) = 1 and p E C+, see (18). Consequently, rrl = (al, . . ) IN,, 
takes only positive values, since Na C C+. 
Suppose (po, . . . , pk) E NO x . . . x Nk. Then 
and 
k 1 
ll~(PO~ . . .1 pk)ll* :t; IIPoPoII’ + s ;(ai, PO)* 
I 
k 1 
= l~pOPO + s K_(ui* PO)% I/* (2’ ll~O~~* = i, 
I 
hence 
@(PO*. . .3 Pk) E p E R;+’ 
I 
/ llp/12 = L, i-l c+ = H,“. 
Since 
pi (@(PO3 . f .9 Pk)) :g: (ai, pO)(pi - b + :Ui) E wi\{o) for i = 2, . . , k, 
I 
@(PO, . . , pk) E Nti is proved. For the bijectivity of N ‘@: The injectivity of @ is easily derived 
from (20)-(22) and the definition of NO, . . . , Nk, see also the proof in the case N,” = R”. 
For the surjectivity we first remark that 
P,p E c+ for all p E C+, 
(this follows from the facts that 11 PI p II* -c O-for this inequality note 
0 :’ llPll* E IIP1Pll’+ (IIPOPll* + 2 llpiPl12) 
i=2 
and the term in brackets is nonnegative since WO, W2, . . . , wk are spacelike-and that 
(a,, Pip) = (al, p) > 0 and al E C-, see (18)). 
It is now easily proved that for p E N@ the point 
is an element of NO x . . . x Nk with e’(q) = p. 
For “I# is an isometry”: The above considerations how that + : NO x . . . x Nk --+ N* is a 
diffeomorphism. The proof of the fact that $ is isometric follows easily from (20)-(22)) along 
the lines of the corresponding proof in the case N,” = R”. 
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The claims about the equivariance follow from (20), (22), the definition of Gi , . . . , Gk, see 
Lemma6,andfromJ,-ai/Ki E Wi’fori = l,...,k. 
The parabolical cuse. Suppose e E {l, . . . , kj is the integer such that ai = . . . = at =: a, 
Ki = . . . = K[ = 0 and 0 < KE+~ < I.. < Kk. Let b E (@f=, vi CQ @:E,,I Wi)’ be a 
lightlike vector, linearly independent of a, such that (a, b) = 1. Then we have an orthogonal 
decomposition 
R 1” = span{u, b} @ U @ 6 I$ CB 6 Wi, (23) 
i=l i=e+1 
where U is a spacelike vector subspace of lR;+’ . If Pi denotes the orthogonal projection onto ZJ 
fori=O,ontoVifori=l,...,eandontoWifori=e+l,...,k,thenforallpEIW;+’ 
P = (bt P)u + (a, p)b + 2 EP 
i=O 
and 
IIpI12 = 2(a, p)(b, P) + t IIPiPI12T 
i=O 
hence for all (PO, . . . , pk) E NO x e . . x Nk 
e 
1cI(Po, *a * 7 pk) = ((b, PO) - ;(a, PO) C IIPiPi II’)U + (a, Po)b + POPO 
i=l 
+ (at PO) 2 Pipi + 2 (4, PO)(Pi - P + :&)a 
i=l i=e+l I 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
For “01,. . . , ae > Oand @(NO x ... x Nk) C N@‘: We get 
a E ac-\{O} 
from I~u[]~ = 0, from (a, p) = 1 and p E C+, see (19). Therefore, 01 = . . . = ae = 
(a,... ) INo > 0 because of No c C+. 
Assume that (~0, . . . , pk) E NO x . . . x Nk. Then 
(a, @(PO,. . . I Pk)) ;z; (4 PO) ’ 0, 
and according to (23), (25) and (26) because of PO E span{u, b} @ U CD a:=,,, Rui 
Il1cr(Po7.. .1 Pk)I12 = 2(~3 Po)(bv PO) + IIPoPoII~ + k ‘(ai, po)2 
i=e+] Ki 
= (1 (by Po)Q + (UT po)b + POPO + $, i(Uiy pojai [I2 
I 
= lIPoIl = ;, 
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thus ~(Po, . . . , ok) E H,“. Since furthermore 
S(@(PO7 ..*7 Pk))=(ai,Po)(Pi-j+:) E W,\{O} fori=c+l,...,k, 
I 
we have proved @(PO, . . . , pk) E i@. 
For the bijectivity of Ifr: The injectivity can be easily read off the formulas (23), (24) and (26). 
Since for all p E N$ the point 
q := (( 
1 
@, P, + 2(a, P) i=l 
-~IlP,pl’)U+(U,h)b+POp+ 2 
i=t+l J 
F”iq 
I 
1 
p- 2(qJ)2 
llP1Pl12a+ 
1 
-PpIp,...,P- 
1 
(a,P) -II PePlb + &PtP1 
2(6 P)* 
is an element of NO x . . . x Nk with e(q) = p, ftr is surjective. 
For “I+ is isometry”: Since we have just seen that @ : No x. . x Nk + N* is a diffeomorphism 
it remains to show that @ is isometric. Suppose p = (~0, . . . , pk) E NO x . . . x Nk and 
1: = (I&..., uk) E T,(No x . . . x Nk). Using the facts that Pi : Ni -+ I$ is an isometry for 
i = l,..., k!, see Lemma S(c)(iii), and that 
Pi_F+‘ai,tIi =Ofori=e+l,..., k, 
K 
we get 
lM*~l12 (S I( ((b, vo) - it a9 UO) 2 IIpiPil12 - la. PO) &(piPi3 pi”i))u 
i=I i=l 
+ tat uO)b+(a* W)L Pipi + (U, p())t PiUi 
i=l i=l 
+i=$,tai9 vO)(Pi -3 + z) + t l”it PO)UiIJz 
I i=t+l 
(‘) 2(a, uO)(bv UO) + IIpOuOl12 + (a, PO)* f: IIPiuil12 
r=l 
k 
+i=ql i(@* uO)2 + 2 (47 PO)II~il12 
id+1 
= II (b, uob + (a, voP+ Pouo + 2 &, uo)ail12 + ~~~(po),~u;,12 i=e+l Ki i=l 
I) is isometric. 
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The proofs that Gi and Gj commute elementwise for i # j and that @ is equivariant require 
straightforward calculations which are left to the reader. 0 
5. Construction of warped products of isometric immersions 
We now consider the classical example of warped products which are realized as submanifolds 
of an euclidean space, the rotation surfaces in R3. Let J be an open interval, and let c = (p, /3) : 
J + R, x IR be a curve parametrized by arclength. Then the rotation surface around the z-axis 
with profile curve c is globally parametrized by the isometric immersion 
f : J xp S; + Iw3, (t, e’? * (P(t) cos((~), p(t) sin(v), B(t)). 
Using the cylindrical coordinates 1/1 : (R, x R) x, S: + R3, see Examples 9(c), we obtain the 
product description 
f =$o(cxids;) 
and the following relation between the warping functions: 
p=aoc. 
Inspired by this example we define the central notion of this article: 
Definition 10. Let Ic/ : Na x,, Nt x S . . xOk Nk += N,” be a warped product representation of 
a standard space N,” determined by (4; Nt, . . . , Nk), see Theorem 7, or let + be the identity 
map of N,” (=: No). Let fi : Mi + Ni be an isometric immersion for i = 0, . . . , k, and define 
pi:=aiofo:Mo~IW+fori=l,...,k.Then 
[ M := MO xP, M, x a.. xPk Mk + N,” 
f := @ 0 (fo x * f * x fk) : I k (Pot * . , Pk) H fo(PO) + c Pi(PO)(fi(Pi) - g) 
i=l 
is obviously an isometric immersion of the warped product M into N,“, which we call the 
(extrinsic) warped product of fa, . . . , fk. If especially all functions pt, . . . , pk ue constat of 
value 1, hence M is the Riemannian product of MO, . . . , Mk, we call f the (extrinsic) Riemannian 
productoffo,..., fk. 
Remarks. (a) The possibility 9 = id N; is included in the definition for the sake of conceptual 
completeness: so every isometric immersion f : M + N,” is a warped product (in fact a 
Riemannian product) with just one factor. 
(b) If f : M += S: is a warped product, the map M + IFI”+‘, p t+ f(p) is a warped product 
in BY+‘, as well. 
(c) A Riemannian product in the sense of the introduction is of course a Riemannian product 
in the broader sense of the above definition, see Examples 9(a). 
Examples 11. (a) Let $ := R+ x, SC-’ + R”, (t, p) H tp be the spherical coordinates of 
IP, where 0 := idn,, and let f : M + ST-’ be an isometric immersion. Then the warped 
product @ o (idn, x f) : Et+ x, M + Iw”, (t, p) H rf (p) is a global isometric parametrization 
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of the cone over f with its vertex at the origin. Similarly, the spherical coordinates of SJ and 
H,J’ as described in Examples 9(d)(ii)-(iii) yield global isometric parametrizations of “cones” 
over isometric immersions in the obvious sense, see N. Ejiri’s paper [6] for a discussion of these 
cones. 
(b) Let $r : No x g, NI x . . . x ok Nk -+ IV,” be a warped product representation, let fe : MO + NO 
be an isometric immersion, and set pi := oi o fa for i = 1, . . , k. The warped product of fo and 
of the identical maps idN,, i.e., the map 
f : M := Ma x,,, N, x . . . xpt Nk --+ N,” 
defined by 
f (PO, . *. 3 Pk) := @Uo(PoL Pl? . . 3 Pk)? 
is equivariant with respect to the product G := Gr x + . . x Gk (see Theorem 7 for the definition 
of GI . . . , Gk), i.e., 
f (PO, g1 (PI>* . . ~18k(Pk)) = ($3 0 . . .o &w(PO~ . . . I P&d) 
for all (PO,. , . , pk) E M, gi E Gi, i = 1, . . , k. Hence we have: 
f(M) is the orbit G . fo(Mo) of fa(Mo). 
We call f the multi-rotation su$ace with pro$le fo determined by +. 
The canonical “foliation” of f(M) induced by N,, i = 1, . . . , k, consists of the orbits Gi . p 
with p E f(M) (hence, these are the generalized parallels), it arises as well as the “meridian 
foliation” induced by iI40 by intersection of f(M) with the respective foliation of N*. 
The rotation surfaces in R3 are multi-rotation surfaces determined by cylindrical coordinates. 
The rotation hypersurfaces in N,” which were introduced by M. do Carmo and M. Dajczer in 
141, are multi-rotation surfaces determined by a representation $ : No x,, Nr + N,” with 
dim No = 2, where the profiles are curves in No. 
(c) The following geometrically very rich examples of extrinsic warped products were intro- 
duced by E. Backes and H. Reckziegel [2, Theorem 21, the presentation there differs from our 
presentation: 
Let the following initial data be given: a point p E N,“, non trivial mutually orthogonal vector 
subspaces VO, . . . , Vk of Tb N,” and vectors zo, . . . , zk E TbN,” which are orthogonal to @:=, V, 
andsatisfy(zi,zj) = --Kfori #j.Fori =O,..., k let Ni denote the sphere in Ni determined 
by (p, Vi, zi). Then 
F: 
( 
No x ... x Nk + N,” 
(PO.. . .3 P&l * P + Cf=o(Pi - P> 
is an isometric embedding of the Riemannian product of NO, . . . , Nk into N: with parallel second 
fundamental form and flat normal bundle. 
This embedding F can be described as an extrinsic warped product, in fact even as an extrinsic 
Riemannian product as follows: if k > 1 (for k = 0 there is nothing to do) and $ : $0 x?, 
Nt x ... x,, Nk + N,” is the representation determined by (p; Nt, . . . , Nk), then NO c No 
and the functions o1 ) ,Q, . . . , crk IN,, are constant of value 1. Hence F is the multi-rotation surface 
determined by $, the profile of F being the inclusion No + No. 
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We call F the extrinsic Riemannian product of NC,, . . . , Nk. 
For the examination of a warped product f = q+ o (fo x . . - x fk) it is convenient (since $ 
is “only” an isometry) to pay attention to the product part fa x . . . x fk, first: 
Lemma12. LetM=Mox,,M1x...x,MkandN=Nox,,N1xS..x,Nkbewarped 
products, and let 7ti : M + Mi and iii : N + Ni denote the canonical projections. Let 
fi : Mi + Ni be an isometric immersion for i = 0, . . . , k where fo satisfies the condition 
Pi =Oio fofori = l,..., k. Then for the isometric immersion f := fo x . . . x fk : M + N 
the following assertions are true: 
(a) %f*T,M = fi*TriMi and ni*vr(f) = upi for i = 0, . . . . k and all p = 
(PO * * * 9 pk) E M. 
(b) The secondfundamentalforms hf and hfi are linked via 
Tco*hf(u, w) = hfo(zo*v, no*w) 
k 
-x Pi(Po)(ni*v, ni*w)((gradoi)(fo(po)) - fo*gradoi(po))t 
i=l 
Isi*hf(v, W) = hfi(ni*v, x~*w) for i = 1,. . . , k, 
where p E M and u, w E T,M. Furthermore (grad Ui) o fo - foe grad pi E r (v( fo)) is the 
orthogonal projection of (grad ai) o fo onto v( fo). 
Remark. If11/:Ncx,,Nx... x,, Nk + N,” is a representation of N,” as in Theorem 7, then 
gradai(p) = ai - KUi(p)p for all p E No. 
The formulas in (b) can therefore be easily evaluated for extrinsic warped products. 
Proof. (a) is trivial, (b) follows easily from Lemma 2(a). Cl 
Lemma 12(b) yields the following 
Corollary 13. The second funa!amental form h of a warped product f as in Dejnition 10 
satisfies the condition 
hlTpLixTpL, =0 forallp E Mandi #j, (D) 
where LO, . . . , Lk denote the product foliations of M. 
6. The decomposition of an isometric immersion into an extrinsic warped product 
We are now going to show that the converse of Corollary 13 is true: every isometric immersion 
of a warped product into a standard space satisfying (D) and an additional normalization condition 
is an extrinsic warped product. We start with some technical preliminaries: 
Definition 14. Let M be a manifold. 
(a) Let f : M + V be an immersion into a vector space V. An affine subspace A of V is 
called afine hull of f if 
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(1) f(M) E A. 
(2) If A is an affine subspace of V with f(M) g A, then A c A. 
(b) Let f : M --+ N,” be an immersion. A sphere N in N,” is called spherical hull of f if 
(1) f(M) G N. 
(2) If k is a sphere in N,” with f(M) z 3, then N & N. 
Remark. Obviously every immersion f : M -+ N,” has exactly one spherical hull, namely the 
sphere N in N,” of minimal dimension such that f(M) C N. An analogous tatement is true for 
affine hulls. 
Notations 15. In the following we will always deal with an immersion whose manifold of 
definition is a warped product M = Ma xP, Mt x . . . x Pt Mk of connected Riemannian manifolds. 
Supposei E (0, . . . , k}. Then rri : A4 + Mi denotes the canonical projection, we set pi := Xi (p) 
and ui := Jri*u for p E M and u E TM. Furthermore Li is the foliation of M induced by Mi, 
is the leaf of Li through j E M, and 
Yr,? : Mi + M, pi I+ (PO, . f. v Pi-13 Pi3 Pi+19 . .Y Pk) 
is the canonical embedding of Mi into M as the leaf Li (p) of Lj . 
The following decomposition theorem, an extrinsic analogue of Theorem 4, is the main result 
of this article. 
Theorem 16. Let f : M + N,” be an isometric immersion of a warped product M = 
MO x p, MI x ‘I . . x ,+ Mk, k 2 1, of connected Riemannian manifolds whose second fundamental 
form h satisfies the decomposition condition 
h(rpLiXrpL, = 0 forall p E M and i # j. (D) 
Let p E M be such that 
Pl(P0) = ... = f&Go) = 1. (27) 
Then f is a warpedproduct of isometric immersions fo, . . , , fk, see Definition 10. More precisely, 
the following statements are true: 
(a) Define 
fi := f o tip : Mi + N,“, pi I+ (PO,. . . t iii-19 Pi, Pi+17 ...t ijk) 
for i = 0, . . . , k. Then fo, . . . , fk are isometric immersions, and 
f(P) = fo(P0) + k&CPO)f_hCPi) - f (i;)) for ali p E M. 
i=l 
(28) 
(b) If N, is the spherical hull of fi for i = 1, . . . , k, and if Vi denotes the tangential space 
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and Zi the mean curvature normal of Ni in f(p), then 
VilVj and (Zi, Zj) = -K for i # j, 
and z~,..., 
(29) 
Hence (f(P); N1, . . . , Nk) determines a warpedproduct representation @ : No x,, N1 x . + + x,~ 
Nk -+ N,“, see Theorem 7. Furthermore f (MO) c No and pi = oi o fo for i = 1, . . . , k. 
Consequently, f = $f 0 (f0 x . . . x fk), where fo, . . . , fk are considered as maps into No, . . . , Nk, 
respectively. 
Appendix to Theorem 16(b) in the case K = 0. If pi is not constant, then Ni is a euclidean 
sphere. For constant pi, however, Ni can either be a euclidean sphere or an afJine subspace of 
W.Ifnowfori = l,...,k 
fi, 
* ( 
the spherical hull of fi, ifpi is not constant, 
I . 
= 
the afine hull of fi , if pi is constant, 
then per de$nitionem 
Ni # Ni _ pi is constant and Ni is a euclidean sphere 
==+ Ni is a euclidean hypersphere in Ni. 
(f(P); & 9 * f * , fik) determines a warpedproduct representation 4 : fro x5, fi1 x . . . xck fik -+ 
R” (which is in general diflerent from +). because formula (29) is valid for the respective 
tangential spaces PI, . . . , vk and mean curvature normals Z,, . . . , & of gl, . . . , Rk in f(p) 
after appropriate changes. Furthermore, No c No, $ = oi 1,~ for i = 1, . . . , k and 
Since f (MO) c No and pi = 6i o fo for i = 1, . . . , k, the immersion f can be alternatively 
decomposedasthewarpedproductf = 13/o(fox.-.xfk)off0: MO+ No, . . . . fk : Mk -+ Nk. 
Remark. The special case in the appendix of Theorem 16(b) where M is a Riemannian product 
is the theorem of J.D. Moore, see the introduction. 
The following generalization of Moore’s theorem is due to R. Molzan [9], it is an easy 
consequence of Theorem 16: 
Corollary 17. Let f : M + N,” be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian product M = 
MO x . . . x Mk, k 3 1, of connected Riemannian manifolds whose second fundamental form 
satisfies (D). Then f is a Riemannianproduct of isometric immersions. More exactly: Fix i, E M. 
Let Ni denote the spherical hull of the isometric immersion fi : f o t;“, let zi be its mean curvature 
normal at f(p) and Vi := Tftp)Ni for i = 0, . . . , k. Then Vi15 and (zi, zi) = --Ic for i # j, 
furthermore ZO, . . . , zk E (@f=, K)‘. If F is the extrinsic Riemannian product of No, . . . , Nk, 
see Examples 11 (c), then f = F o (fo x . . . x fk). 
All decompositions of the standard spaces into warped products are covered by Theorem 7 
because of the following 
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Corollary 18. Let U be an open subset of a standard space N,“, n 3 2, let f : MO xp, 
M, x ..a xpt Mk + U, k 2 1, be an isometry of a warped product of connected Riemannian 
manifolds onto U, and let p E MO xp, Ml x . . . xpk Mk be a point with p1 (PO) = . . = 
pk (PO) = 1. Let j : U + N,” denote the inclusion, Zi for i = 1, . . . , k the mean curvature 
normal of Li at p and + : NO x,, N1 x . . . x,, Nk + N,” the representation determined by 
(f(p); @f=o f*TpLi; fez17 * *. 7 f*zk)v see Theorem 7. Then fi := f o rib is for i = 0. . . . . k 
an isometry onto an open subset of Ni, furthermore pi = oi o fo for i = 1, . . . , k and j o f = 
II/ o (fo x . . x fk). In other words: the warpedproduct representation f of U arises by restriction 
of‘ the warped product representation $ of N,“. 
Proof of Corollary 18. Apply Theorem 16 to j o f. •i 
7. The proof of the decomposition theorem 
The proof of Theorem 16 is divided into two steps. In the first step which is essentially 
of affine nature the algebraic sum formula (28) will be shown. In the second step the metric 
relations of Theorem 16(b) will be proved by applying our knowledge about spheres. The proofs 
are based on the principle of evaluating and comparing the immersion f and its differential at 
corresponding points of two leaves of a canonical foliation Li . For this we make the following 
easy, but important preliminary 
Remark 19. Assume p, i, E MO xp, M1 x . . . xpk Mk and i E {0, . . . . k}. Then the maps 
Li(p) nl’Li(@) , Mi .&, Li(+) 
(po,...,Pi-l,pi,Pi+l,...,t)k)~ PiH (~O,...,~i-l,pi,~i+l,...,~k) 
are canonical diffeomorphisms. If especially p E Li (p) and u E TrLi, then 
i; := (r/ 0 ?Ti)(p) E Li(p) 
is the point of Li (p) with the same i-component as p, i.e., i;i = pi, and 
6 :I= (ri” OXi)* = TLVi E TiLi 
is the vector in Ti Li with the same i-component as u, i.e., Ci = ‘vi. 
First step: An afJine decomposition theorem for immersions 
Theorem 20. Let M = MO xp, MI x ... xpk Mk, k 2 1, be a warped product of connected 
Riemannian manifolds with the -Levi-Civita-connection V, and let 
vector space equipped with the canonical covariant derivative v. 
immersion whose second fundamental form h satisfies (D). Choose 
for,‘: Mi -+ Vfori =O,...,k.Then 
k Pi(PO) 
f(P) = fo(P0) + g p(po)(_h(Pi) - f(P)) for at1 P 
I 
V be a finite dimensional 
Let f : M -+ V be an 
p E M, and define f, := 
E M. 
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Remark. Since V is not assumed to be a pseudo-euclidean vector space and thus f is not 
assumed to be isometric, we have to say a word about the definition of h; it is the bilinear bundle 
map h : TM x~ TM -+ f “TV characterized by 
h(X, Y) = vxf,Y - f,VxY for allX, Y E I’(TM). 
To prove Theorem 19 we first deduce a comparison lemma. 
Lemma 21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 20 assume @, j E M. Then: 
(a)Ifi)o=Po,themapfo~~-fo5ii):Mi~Visconstantfori=l,...,k. 
(b)Assumei E {l,..., k}. lfjj = fij for all j E (1, . . . , k}\{i), the map 
-fo$):MO-+V 
is constant. 
Proof of Lemma 21. The proof uses the technique of parallel translation along curves. The 
necessary information about V is provided by Lemma 2(a), as therein let V be the Levi-Civita 
connection of the Riemannian product of MO, . . . , Mk, and let Hi := - grad(ln opi o ~00) E 
r(T Lo) be the mean curvature normal of T Li for i = 1, . . . , k. Furthermore a E r(TlR) 
denotes the canonical constant vector field. Finally abbreviate 5 := f o tr and 3 := f o r,” for 
i = 0, . . . , k. 
For(a):Suppose$a=$~andiE(l,..., k). Since Mi is connected, it suffices to show, see 
Remark 19: 
,. 
fi+ui = Ji*~i for all p E Li(p), II E TpLi. (30) 
For (30): Assume p E Li (5). IJ E TpLi. Let c : [0, l] + M be a curve with c(0) = p and 
c(1) = (rip o xi)(p) E Li (p) for which JQ o c and xi o c are the constant curves of value pa and 
pi, respectively. Let Y be the V-parallel field along c with Y (0) = u. From the V-parallelity of 
T Li then follows 
Y E l?(c*TLi). 
Furthermore we get 
(31) 
Y(1) = rip*Ui* (32) 
For (32): If Vi is the Levi-Civita connection of Mi, then VaZi*Y = Ziz+zVa Y = 0. Hence Iri*Y 
is a Vi-parallel field along the constant curve ni o C, thus ni*Y is constant of value ui E Tpi Mi. 
(32) now follows from (31) and Remark 19. 
Because of ? E r(c*((I&, jzi TLj)), (31) and Lemma 2(a) we get for the function f*Y : 
[O, l] + v: 
(fey)’ = va f*Y = f*VaY + h(& Y) ‘El f,VaY 
= f*(Q,Y + k((.’ 
j=l 
C , Yj)Hj 0 C - (Hj 0 C, i)Yj - (Hj 0 C, Y)tj)) 
= 0, 
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where u H uj denotes the orthogonal projection TM -+ TLj. Hence we get for all t E [0, I] : 
f*Y(l> = f*Y(O) = f*U = _E*Ui3 
note that K! o ri IL,~~, is the inclusion map L;(p) + M. In particular 
j;*U, (2) f*Y(l) = A*Ui, 
and that is (30). 
For(b): Assumei E 11, . . . ,k)and$j =@jforallj E (l...., k}\{i}. Since MO is connected, 
it suffices to show, see Remark 19: 
(j. - Js)*uo = J-!!cz A 
p,(po) GO - ?o)(Po> for all p E LO(P), u E T&O. (33) 
I 
For (33): Suppose p E Lo(p) and u E T,Lo. Let c : [0, l] --+ Li(p) be a curve with c(0) = p 
and c(l) = (~0” o no)(p) E LO($), and let Y be the ~-parallel field along c with Y(0) = U. 
Because of i: E r (c* T Li) and Y E (c*T Lo)-for T LO is V-parallel-we get from Lemma 2(a) 
for the function f*Y : [0, l] + V: 
(f*Y>’ = w*y 
CD) 
= f,VaY +h(t, Y) = f*VaY 
= -(Hi 0 C, Y)(f 0 C)’ 
= py;; ,“‘,(f 0 c)’ 
= Z(f 0 C)‘, 
1 
note that xo*Y is constant of value UO, see proof of (32). Therefore 
f*Y = f*Y(O) + - u” . pi (f 
Pi (PO> 
0 c - (f 0 c)(O)) 
= f*u+ S(f 0 c - f(P)). 
1 
Now 
f(P) = .?ob(Poh f*v = fo*uo 
and 
Y(1) = ir,p,uo, 
&*uo = f*Y(l) = fo*uo + !-K_e - 
p,(po) (h(Po) - fO(PO))> 
I 
and that is (33). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 20. Suppose p E M. Then 
f(P) - fo(P0) = f(P0, f * * ? Pk) - f(Po, Pl, . . *, Pk) 
= f(Po, . . . t Pk) - f(POt pl, P2, . . . , Pk) 
+f(Po?Pl,Pz,..., Pk) - f (PO, i%, p27 P3, . . . 3 Pk) 
+... 
+f(Po~pl,..., Pk-1, Pk) - f(PO, i)l, . . . , jk) 
Lemma 21(b) PI (PO> 
= ---&f(@O, pit . . . 3 Pk) - f(PO, i%, P2, . . . 9 Pk)) 
+ P2(Po) 
pl(po)(f (PO, ijl~ P21 . . * 7 Pk) - f(PO, jl, p2, P3, . . . t Pk)) 
Ijk-1, Pk) - f(p)> 
Lemm~2lW Pl (PO> 
---&f@Ot Pl, p2, . . .T ?k) - f(p)> 
+ P2(Po> 
---$=-$(f(POv ?l> P2* p39.. . , Pk) - f(p)) 
+... 
jk-1, Pk) - f(p)) 
k 
= 
c 
pi(po)(fi(Pi) - f(j)). q 
i=l /&MO) 
Second step: Proof of the metric relations of Theorem I6 
Let the notations and assumptions be as in Theorem 16. Define 4 := f(p) and ri := r! for 
i = 0, . . . , k. 
Proof of Theorem 16(a). Si is because of (27) an isometric immersion, hence fi = f o ti is 
an isometric immersion for i = 0, . . . , k. (27) follows from Theorem 20, where this theorem in 
the case K # 0 is applied to the immersion i o f : M + lFt$’ instead of f : M + IV,” itself, 
i : N,” -+ IL?;;:’ being the inclusion (h iof satisfies like hf the condition (D), since 
hi’+, w) = hf (v, w) + h’(f,v, few) = hf (v, w) - K(U, w) f (p) 
for all p E M, v, w E T,M). 
Proof of Theorem 16(b). We define 
Wi := span{f,(T,Li) 1 p E Li(j)} fori = 1,. . . , k. (34) 
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Then S + W, is the affine hull of fi, considered as a map into R”, IW’+’ or I$+‘, if K = 0, K > 0 
or K < 0, respectively; note that Mi is connected. We show first 
Wf.LWj fori # j. (35) 
For (35): Because of (34) it suffices to show for i # j, I, f L,(p), ,E E Li(p) and 6 E TjL,, 
ii> E TpL,: 
(f*fi, f*W) = 0. 
To prove this, define p := (p,. . . , Pi-19 j,. pi-l,. . . , pj-1, pi, pj+l, . . , &), hence (r, c 
n,)(p) = i, and (tj 0 nj>(p) = @. Let V E Tp Li and w E Tp Lj be the vectors with ri*u; = t 
and r,*w, = UJ, see Remark 19. By differentiation of (28) we get 
f*U = p(plJ)fj*v, (Z (f 0 r;)*u, = f*G 
and similarly f*w = f&h, thus 
(f*fi* f*G) = (f*u, f*w) = (v, w) = 0. 
Thecasetc =O.Weshowfirstfori = l,...,k: 
If b)i is not constant, then Ni is a euclidean sphere. (36) 
For (36): Assume pi is not constant. Then there are po E MO and u E Tp,Mo with u . pi # 0. Put 
i,: (PO,Pl,..., j&), and let 6 E TELO be the vector with Go = U. Then, if pi E Mj is chosen 
arbitrarily, p ::= (PO, Pi, . . , pi-i, pi, pi+*, . . . , jk) and u E 
we get because of (28) 
Tp LO is the vector with ro*uo = i,, 
hence 
f*t’ = f*fi + L4 ’ pi(fi(pi) - (r)j 
llf*vl12 = IIf*Gl12 + (U ’ pi)211fi(pi) - Sl12 + 2U 
Now llf*~l12 = Ilull = llir112 = llf*fil12, consequently 
Therefore fi (M, ) lies in a euclidean hypersphere of IV, so N, is shown to be a euclidean sphere. 
Because of (36) we may now assume without restriction of generality that there are integers 
k,, E {0, . . . , k} and kl E {ko, . . . , k] such that pl, . . , pko are not constant and pko+, , . . . , pk 
are constant of value land such that Ni, . . . , Nk, are euclidean spheres and Nk,+l, . . . , Nk are 
affine subspaces. 
Weseta; := -ziandKi := llail12fori = 1, . . . , k,especiallywehaveai # Ofori = 1,. . , kj 
anda, =Ofori =kl +I ,..., k. 
For (29): From (34) follows Wi = Rai @ V, for i = 1, . . . , kl and W, = l$ for i = kl $- 
1. . . , k. This and (35) yield (29). 
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For “f(Mo) C No and p; = 0; o Jo”: First of all, p; and C; are for i = kt + 1, . . . , k constant 
functions of value 1, i.e. p; = a; o fs. If we now define 
W, := (6 W;)’ = v, n (span{at, . . . , Q,))‘, 
i=l 
then 
where WO @ a;!_, R+a; has to be interpreted in the obvious manner. 
Now, if for 
we GUI show Q(Mo) C Wo, then f(Mo) C NO and p; = a; o fa for i = 1, . . . , kl follow 
immediately. The fact I c No in turn is because of fo(j$J = 0 and the connectivity of MO 
implied by 
f&v E W0 for all p0 E MO, u E T,,Ma. 
The last assertion for its part is due to EP = (IJf=, W; and (34) a consequence of the following 
assertion still to be shown: 
Ifi E {l,... , k}, i; E Lo(j), ?, E L;(p) and 6 E TiLo, ti E T$L;, then 
(.El*~O, f*W) = 0. (37) 
For (37): Note first that 
fo*Go = fo& - 2 ‘(i0 ’ /3j)Uj = f*ii - 2 l(&. pj)uj_ 
j=l Kj j=l Ki 
If now p := ($0, PI, . . . , pi-1, j;, p;+l, . . . , jk), and if u E TpLo and w E TpL; are the vectors 
with r0*2ro = 5 and r;*w; = W;, see Remark 19, then (28) implies 
f*v = f*C + 50 * Pi(fi(jji) - 4) and f*w = piGo).f*W. 
Since (f*v, f*w) = (v, w) = 0, we get 
If i < ko, then N; is a euclidean sphere, and fi (p;) - 4 + Ui/Ki is orthogonal to f* w, also the 
vectors aj, j # i, are orthogonal to f+ w E W;, thus (f&Go, f*ih) = 0. 
If on the other hand i > ko, hence p; is constant, al, . . . , ako E Wi’ and f* w E W; imply 
(J;ijo, f,2ij) = 0, again. 
Thus Theorem 16(b) is completely proved in the case K = 0. 
The case K # 0. Define U; := KG - z; for i = 1, . . . , k. 
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For (29): Because of (34) we have Wi = hi @ F for i = 1, . . . , k. (35) now implies (29). 
For “f(A4c) c NO and pi = ai o fu”: According to Theorem 7 we have to prove that for all 
PO E MO 
fo(Po) E N,“T (38) 
fo(Po) E (tjpi)‘7 (39) 
‘i=l ’ 
Pi(pO> = (Ui, fO(pO)) fori = 1, . . . , k. (40) 
For (38): (38) is valid because of fo(Ma) = f(L&)) c N,“. 
For (39) and (40): Suppose i E { 1, . . . , k} and pi E Mi. Due to fi(Mi) = f(Li(j)) C A’,” 
we obtain 
IIfi(Pi) - 4112 = 2(: - (_fi(Pi), 4)) = 2(9v 4 - fi(Pi))* 
Therefore 
~~lIf~PO~~l~~~~~~i-l~Pi~~i+l~~~~~~~~l12 
(” IIfO(PO)l12 +2Pi(PO)(fO(PO)t fibi) -9) + P~(PO)IIfi(Pi) -ill2 
(2) 1 
; + 2Pi(PO)(fO(PO)v fitPi) - 4) - 2P,2(PO)(cTt fi(Pi) - 4)t 
hence 
(_fO(PO) - Pi(POl4, fibi) - 4) = 0. 
Since pi E Mi was chosen arbitrarily, we get from the last equation by differentiation, see (34), 
AI - Pi(PO)4 E Wb = @Ji @ vi)‘, 
which implies (ai, fo(po)) = Pi(po)(ai, 4) = pi(po) and (39) because of (r E (a;=, V)‘. 
Proof of the Appendix to Theorem 16(b) in the case K = 0. This proof can be easily read off 
the proof Theorem 16(b) in the case K = 0. Cl 
Proof of Corollary 17. From Theorem 16 it follows that f is the warped product of r+k o (fo x 
. . . x fk) with the warped product representation + : fro x,] Nr x 1 1 . x,, Nk + N,” determined 
by (f(P); Ni, . . . , Nk). Hence Klvj and (zi, Zj) = --K is proved for i, j E 11,. . . , k] with 
i # j, also zi, . . . , zk E Tqko is shown, where 4 := f(p). For the proof of the corollary it 
remains to show: 
Vo.L& fori = 1,. . . ,k. (41) 
(zo,zi) = --K fori = 1,. . ., k. (42) 
zo E T&J. (43 ) 
Zl,..., zk E v,l. (44) 
For (41) and (43): If fro denotes the great sphere in NAJ determined by (ii, Tq&, 0), then fo(Mo) c 
NO C fro, hence NO C fro. Consequently VO c Tj NO = T+fio (note that & is an open subset of 
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For (42) and (44): Let ai := Kq - zi for i = 0,. . . , k. Then 4 + Rae ~3 V. is the affine hull 
of fa, where fo in the case K # 0 is regarded as a map into IR$‘. Since now by Theorem 7 for 
allpo EMoandi = l,...,k 
1 = Pi@01 = ai(.fO(PO>> = 1 1 + (Ui, fO(PO) - 4)~ SK = 09 bi, fo(Po))9 ifK #O, 
we get that (Ii&a @ VO) is orthogonal to all al, . . . , ak (note that (Ui, ij) = 1 in the case K # 0), 
this shows (42) and (44). 0 
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